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01-H21

Ontario Power Generation: Pickering Radioactive2

Waste Management Facility Operating Licence3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will now move4

to Agenda Item No. 4.  This is Hearing Day One for5

Ontario Power Generation, Pickering Radioactive6

Waste Management Facility Operating licence.  This7

has been outlined in CMD 01-H2.  There was a8

December 19 deadline for filing for applicant and9

CNSC staff and both met the deadline.10

I would like to ask Ontario Power11

Generation to come to the applicant's chairs,12

please.  I understand this will be led by Mr.13

Nash.  You can do it here if you want to do it14

here.15

Mr. Nash, could you please16

introduce yourselves for the record.17

MR. NASH:  I'm Ben Nash.  I am18

with Hugh Morrison and Pete Kalmeta to assist in19

answering any questions you may have.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Please proceed.21

22

01-H2.1/01-H2.1A23

Oral presentation by Ontario Power Generation24

MR. NASH:  Good morning, Madam25
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Chair, Members of the Commission.  This1

presentation will provide an outline of the2

accountabilities for the nuclear waste in OPG, a3

brief description of the Pickering Waste4

Management Facility, its performance, and a number5

of improvements we have made.  Future plans and6

community relations are also discussed.7

The accountability for nuclear8

waste management in OPG is centralized in a9

nuclear waste management division.  We have the10

responsibility for the Bruce, Pickering and the11

future Darlington waste management facilities and12

for the transportation of radioactive materials.13

Long term funding for nuclear14

waste is secured by OPG contributions of $40015

million per year to segregated funds. 16

Consolidation of these accountabilities and these17

funding arrangements provide for consistent policy18

and standards, optimization of experience and19

secure long term management.20

This is a view of the Pickering21

Waste Management Facility adjacent to the22

Pickering power reactors.  The white horizontal23

cylinders in the foreground are storage containers24

for reactor core components from the retubing of25
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Pickering A.  The buildings immediately to the1

right provide processing and storage for used fuel2

dry storage containers.3

This next overhead is a view of4

the inside of the dry storage container storage5

building.  Each of the dry storage containers6

weights about 70 tonnes and holds 384 fuel bundles7

or about eight tonnes of used fuel.8

The facilities achieved excellent9

performance during the past two years.  The10

maximum public dose calculates from the facilities11

.04 microsieverts per year or .04 per cent of the12

new regulatory dose limit.13

Airborne emissions average less14

than 10 to -12 of the derived emission limits. 15

Liquid emissions have averaged less than the16

minimum detectable activity of 14 becquerels per17

litre.  The occupational dose has been less than 218

per cent of the new regulatory limit.19

Lost time accidents, public safety20

events and reportable spills have all been zero. 21

One hundred per cent of the regulatory commitments22

have been met and the facility safety report is23

fully up to date.24

A number of improvements have been25
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made over the past two years.  A new dry storage1

container lid welding technique has been2

introduced to reduce the need for repairs.  A new3

dry storage container storage building is being4

constructed.  The accountability for the Pickering5

Waste Management Facility has been consolidated6

into the Nuclear Waste Management Division.7

Over the next licensing period we8

intend to make a number of improvements, including9

acquiring a new transfer vehicle, a new X-Ray10

facility, a new dry storage container painting11

facility and to commence operations in the new12

storage building.13

There has been a public14

communication program in place related to the15

Pickering Waste Management Facility since 1991.  A16

public information program for the expansion of17

the storage building was included in the Pickering18

station community interactive telephone line and19

the Pickering station community newsletter.20

In the last few years we have21

provided an update on the waste facility in22

newsletters.  We have had a meeting with the23

community advisory council.  We will be hosting an24

open house this month at the facility.25
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In addition to these facility1

specific activities, the waste facility has also2

included in the ongoing station communications and3

throughout the ten years of public communication4

on the waste facility, no major concerns have been5

expressed.6

In summary, the waste facility has7

an excellent record of environmental protection,8

public health and safety, contamination control,9

worker safety and compliance with regulatory10

requirements.  Extensive efforts have been made on11

communicating with the public.12

Thank you.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very14

much, Mr. Nash.15

For the record, I wish to note16

that these presentations, the oral presentation by17

OPG, are in CMD 01-H2.1, 01-H2.1A for the record.18

With the approval of the19

Commissioners, I would like to withhold20

questioning of OPG until after the staff21

presentations.22

The Commissioners are in23

concurrence.24

We will then move to the staff25
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presentation.  The staff presentation is contained1

in CMD 01-H2 and I would ask Mr. Pereira to come2

forward.3

4

01-H25

Oral presentation by CNSC staff6

MR. PEREIRA:  Good morning, Madam7

Chair, Members of the Commission, ladies and8

gentlemen.  My name is Ken Pereira.  I am the9

Director General of the Directorate of Fuel Cycle10

and Materials Regulation.11

Commission Member Document 01-H212

deals with the application submitted by Ontario13

Power Generation for the renewal of the Pickering14

Waste Management Facility Operating Licence.  I15

would like to take a moment to provide some16

background for this licence renewal.17

The first operating licence for18

the Pickering Waste Facility was issued by the19

Atomic Energy Control Board in January 1995.  The20

waste facility consisted of a workshop and21

associated amenities for processing of the22

containers of used fuel from Pickering A and B,23

and an area for storage of these containers when24

welding, helium backfilling and inspection in the25
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workshop was complete.1

In December 1996, an adjacent2

storage area, containing retube components from3

the Pickering A Retube Project, was removed from4

the reactor licence and placed under the waste5

facility licence.  During the current licensing6

period, the construction of the second stage of7

the used-fuel storage area has taken place and the8

licence was amended to permit the operation of9

this area.10

The Pickering Waste Facility is11

under the regulatory responsibility of the Wastes12

and Decommissioning Division of the CNSC.  Staff13

members of this Division who are with me today14

are, on my left, Dr. Richard Ferch, Director of15

the Division, Mr. André Régimbald, Head of the16

Waste Facilities Section, and Ms Kay Klassen,17

Project Officer, also in the Waste Facilities18

Section.19

OPG's application for the renewal20

of the Pickering Waste Facility Licence is now the21

subject of this first day hearing.  André22

Régimbald will now continue with the details of23

the CMD.24

MR. RÉGIMBALD:  Bonjour, Madame la25
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Présidente, Messieurs les Commissaires.  I will1

begin my presentation today by summarizing the2

waste inventory at the waste facility.3

During the term of the current4

licence, OPG processed and placed into storage a5

total of 70 dry storage containers for a total in6

the Stage I area of 148 containers.  Each7

container can hold a maximum of 384 fuel bundles. 8

There are currently no containers stored in the9

Stage II area as OPG is still pursuing its10

commissioning.11

The retube components storage area12

holds a total of 34 dry storage modules containing13

irradiated components, such as pressure tubes,14

severed end fittings and shield plugs.  This area15

is in a static storage-with-surveillance mode and16

currently receives no new waste.17

With respect to facility18

monitoring, the licensee has a variety of19

monitoring programs in place inside and along the20

perimeter of the facility, of radio doses to21

workers and of any effluents to the environment.22

In summary, CNSC staff find the23

following to be acceptable:  the results of the24

ambient dose rate measurements within the25
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facility; the practice of monitoring loose1

contamination and airborne radioactivity within2

the facility and compliance with this practice;3

the results of ambient gamma radiation dose4

measurements at the perimeter of the facility; and5

the results of water borne radioactivity in6

rainwater run-off from the facility.7

The Pickering Waste Facility8

generates a very small amount of radioactive9

releases exiting from the active ventilation10

exhaust system in the process building and the11

active liquid drainage system of the various12

areas.13

CNSC staff find the monitoring of14

these systems and the inclusion of these releases15

into the releases from the Pickering Generating16

Station to be acceptable.  It should be noted that17

the Nuclear Generating Station has operated below18

the target of 1 per cent of its derived release19

limits and the contribution from the Pickering20

Waste Facility to these releases is only a small21

part.22

OPG maintains an environmental23

monitoring program in the vicinity of the24

Pickering Nuclear Station, which includes the25
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waste management facility.  The results of the1

program are reported annually to the CNSC.2

OPG also maintains a radiation3

protection and monitoring program for the4

generating station staff which includes workers5

from the waste facility as they perform tasks in6

both the station and the waste facility.  Doses7

for personnel involved in the waste operations are8

reported as part of the Nuclear Station Report.9

The results of these environment10

and personnel monitoring programs conducted over11

the current licensing period indicate that the12

radiological impacts of the Pickering Waste13

Facility on workers, the environment and the14

public continue to be minimal.  CNSC staff15

therefore find the performance of the programs for16

the waste facility to be acceptable.17

During this licensing period, CNSC18

staff have inspected the facility a minimum of two19

times per year and reviewed the quarterly reports20

and other technical information submitted by OPG.21

In conclusion, staff find that the22

operation of the Pickering Waste Facility has been23

conducted safely and is considered by CNSC staff24

to be acceptable.25
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During this licensing period, OPG1

reported two events to the CNSC which were2

associated with the IAEA safeguards.  These events3

were considered minor occurrences and OPG4

responded appropriately to the problems, which5

were related specifically to an IAEA seal and a6

piece of safeguards equipment, and took corrective7

actions to address the causes in each case.8

CNSC staff are therefore satisfied9

with the maintenance of safeguards measures at the10

waste facility.11

With respect to licensing issues,12

Stage II is expected to receive dry storage13

containers with spent fuel some time after the end14

of February of this year.  OPG has already15

received CNSC approval for the operation of Stage16

II.17

OPG is currently planning to18

relocate the paint booth enclosure to permit the19

development of a new X-Ray radiography station20

with sufficient shielding to permit waste21

management employees to remain in the workshop and22

office areas during radiography operations.23

Currently, all X-Ray radiography24

is conducted after normal working hours.  The25
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proposed modification to the X-Ray equipment will1

require separate CNSC approval and is not part of2

this licence renewal.3

As there are no triggers under the4

Law List Regulations of the Canadian Environmental5

Assessment Act, no action is required under this6

Act with respect to this licence renewal.7

 In conclusion, CNSC staff are8

satisfied that OPG is qualified to carry on the9

activities authorized under this licence and will10

make adequate provision for the protection of the11

environment, health and safety, and the12

maintenance of national security and measures13

required to implement international obligations to14

which Canada has agreed.15

CNSC staff recommend that the16

Commission issue Waste Facility Operating Licence17

No. 350-4.0/2003 to Ontario Power Generation for a18

period of two years.19

Thank you.  That concludes my20

presentation.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very22

much.23

Any further comments, Mr. Pereira?24

MR. PEREIRA:  No.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very1

much.2

The floor is now open for3

questions from the Commissioners.4

Dr. Barnes...?5

MEMBER BARNES:  I was just trying6

to do some back-of-the-envelope calculations about7

how long it will be to fill Stage II area to8

capacity.9

Could you give us some indication?10

MR. NASH:  The Stage II storage11

building has a capacity for 500 dry storage12

containers.  With the return to service of13

Pickering A and the production from Pickering B,14

it will be 2008 before that building is full.15

MEMBER BARNES:  My question was16

what plans are there for a Stage III.17

MR. NASH:  We are just in the18

process of formulating those plans, and we will be19

at some stage, potentially towards the end of this20

year, be coming forward and discussing those plans21

with the staff of the CNSC.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I would like to23

note for the record that the assumption is being24

made of the return to service of Pickering A. 25
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That is just for the record.1

Do you have further questions,2

Dr. Barnes?3

MEMBER BARNES:  No.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Giroux...?5

MEMBER GIROUX:  I would like a6

clarification.  The question probably OPG should7

answer, but I am referring to a staff document,8

where on page 3 of CMD 01-H2, in Article 7.2, you9

are talking about the ambient radiation dose rate10

around the facilities, both of them, the used fuel11

and the retubing.  You have numbers in12

microsieverts which sound excellent, and you say13

they are considerably lower than the design or the14

safety report.15

Could you tell me, first, what the16

numbers are in the safety report that you are17

expecting.  And two, why do you have such a18

discrepancy?  It is on the safe side, so nobody is19

complaining.  But still, it is always interesting20

to compare actual versus design and to understand21

the major sources of discrepancies.22

MR. KALMETA:  My name is Peter23

Kalmeta.  I am not certain about the numbers you24

are referring to in sieverts, but if I may say in25
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micro r per hour, the design value for the1

perimeter of the facility on the wall itself is2

250 micro r per hour.  We are well within that. 3

We are typically 150 micro r per hour.4

The new regulatory limit for the5

exposure rate of the security fence is 50 micro r6

per hour, and we are well within that limit as7

well.  We are doing weekly and quarterly surveys8

to confirm that.9

MEMBER GIROUX:  You are mentioning10

250 versus 150?11

MR. KALMETA:  Two hundred and12

fifty being the design value.13

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.14

MR. KALMETA:  We are typically at15

150 micro r per hour at the wall of the facility.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  Let me17

refer to staff now.18

Is that what staff considers as19

being considerably lower than the design:  150 as20

against 250?21

MR. RÉGIMBALD:  Yes, that is a22

fair statement.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham...?24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just one question25
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to CNSC staff.1

In OPG's presentation, in the last2

page of their summary they gave very strong3

adjectives of excellent record, and they listed4

the six topics under their excellent record.5

In your opinion, there is no way6

of improving any of those items?  Or is there7

still room for improvement?8

I guess the concern is:  Are they9

all excellent or are there seem that maybe need to10

continue to be vigilant and watch what is going11

on?12

MR. RÉGIMBALD:  André Régimbald,13

head of the Waste Facility Section.14

The information given by OPG meets15

our requirements.  We also have the licensee work16

toward the ALARA principle as low as reasonably17

achievable.18

From our standpoint, the results19

of the operations and monitoring are acceptable,20

and the licensees strive to work towards getting21

the doses lower and certainly improve where they22

can.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes...?24

MEMBER BARNES:  Just to follow up25
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on the point that Dr. Giroux was making to OPG.1

From the numbers you just gave2

what will the numbers look like when Stage I and3

Stage II are completed at the wall and at the4

fence?5

MR. KALMETA:  Those numbers will6

not change because we maintain them as a standard7

of operation anyway.  So those numbers are not8

expected to change.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there10

further questions?11

Then thank you very much.12

This is, as I will remind13

everyone, Hearing Day One.  This is the end of the14

questioning for that area.15

Mr. Jack...?16

MR. JACK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.17

As the Chair has just announced,18

this is the end of Hearing Day One.  The hearing19

will continue on this topic on the 8th of March of20

this year here in the same location.21

According to our rules of22

procedure, we expect representatives of both23

licensee and CNSC staff to be present on that24

date.  Intervenors may also attend if they wish.25
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Intervenors should note that the1

deadline for receipt of their submissions here in2

the CNSC offices is the 6th of February 2001, and3

any intervenor submissions so received will be4

considered on the 8th of March during the5

continuation of this hearing.6

Thank you, Madam Chair.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Therefore, that8

concludes Hearing Day One on Ontario Power9

Generation's application and waste management10

facility.11


